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Abstract
Let p be a prime, u be a linear recurring sequence of integers of order d and let S ¼
3d2þ9d
2
þ 1: The main result of the present paper: if u is uniformly distributed mod pS; then it is
uniformly distributed mod ps for all sX1: This solves a longstanding folklore conjecture.
r 2002 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let a0;y; ad1AZ and u ¼ fungNn¼0 be a sequence satisfying the recurrence
relation
unþd ¼ ad1unþd1 þ?þ a0un
for n ¼ 0; 1;y . Then u is called a linear recurring sequence (for short l.r.s.) with
deﬁning coefﬁcients a0;y; ad1 and initial values u0;y; ud1:
The integer d is called the order of the recurrence and the polynomial
PðxÞ ¼ xd  ad1xd1 ? a0
is called a characteristic polynomial of u:
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Let dðuÞ be the smallest integer for which there exists a recurrence relation of order
dðuÞ for the sequence u: This number is said to be the minimal order of the recurring
sequence and the corresponding characteristic polynomial is said to be the minimal
characteristic polynomial of u; which is unique by page 33 of [16].
Let m; pAN and p be a prime. Then the p-adic valuation npðmÞ is deﬁned by:
m ¼ pnpðmÞm0 where gcdðp;m0Þ ¼ 1:
Let u be a l.r.s. and set dðuÞ ¼ det A; where AAZdðuÞ	dðuÞ with entries ai;j ¼ uiþj2:
dðuÞ will be called the Hankel determinant of u:
Let u be a sequence of integers and let mX2 be an integer. We say that u is periodic
mod m; if there exist m0; mAN such that unþm 
 un mod m for all nXm0: The smallest
m0 ¼ m0ðu;mÞ and m ¼ mðu;mÞ with the previous property will be called the preperiod
and minimal period length of u mod m; respectively.
If m0ðu;mÞ ¼ 0 then u is said to be purely periodic mod m:
Let u be a l.r.s. A simple observation shows that u is periodic mod m for any mX2:
Let u be a sequence of integers. We will say that u is uniformly distributed (for short
u.d.) mod m if
lim
N-N
1
N
#fnpN j un 
 a mod mg ¼ 1
m
for all aAZ:
It is easy to see that if u is u:d:mod m; then it is u:d:mod l for every ljm:
Let u be a l.r.s. of integers, deﬁned by the coefﬁcients a0;y; ad1 with initial
values u0;y; ud1 and let p be a prime. Denote by
%unðkÞ ¼ ðunþk1; unþk2;y; unÞtr;
the nth k-dimensional state vector and by
MðuÞ ¼
ad1 ad2 ? a1 a0
1 0 ? 0 0
0 1 ? 0 0
^ ^ & ^ ^
0 0 ? 1 0
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
;
the companion matrix of u: We have with these notations %unðdÞ ¼ MðuÞn %u0ðdÞ;
which will be used frequently in the paper. Further let dpðu; sÞ be the minimal order,
mpðu; sÞ be the minimal period length, Mpðu; sÞ the companion matrix and
as;0;y; as;dðu;sÞ1 the deﬁning coefﬁcients corresponding to the minimal recurrence
relation of u mod ps:
As far as there is no confusion, we will simplify our notation by omitting
unnecessary parameters.
For further properties of linear recurring sequences we refer to [10].
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The properties of linear recurring sequences were investigated by several authors
from different viewpoints. One ﬁeld of study is the periodicity of a l.r.s. reduced
mod m: Ward [22] could prove that if u is a third order l.r.s and m1;m2X2
such that gcdðm1;m2Þ ¼ 1; then mðu;m1m2Þ ¼ mðu;m1Þmðu;m2Þ: He also proved
that u is purely periodic mod m1m2 if and only if it is purely periodic both
mod m1 and mod m2: Furthermore, he proved some results on the properties
of the period length. Unfortunately in the proof of his Theorem 7.1 he forgot
about the condition he used in his previous results, namely that the observed l.r.s.
should be non-singular mod m: Non-singularity in his paper means that the
Hankel determinant of the sequence and m should be relatively prime. (His Theorem
7.1 is about the period length of a l.r.s. modulo a prime power and contradicts our
results.) In [23] he gave some results on the number of appearances of the
residue classes of a third order l.r.s. Later in [24] he generalized in a correct
form his results in [22] to linear recurrences of arbitrary order. Duparc [7,8]
investigated the period length of general linear recurring sequences reduced to ﬁnite
residue classes over unique factorization domains. Bundschuh and Shiue [3]
generalized the result of Bundschuh [4] and gave a sufﬁcient condition on the
uniform distribution of general second order linear recurring sequences reduced
modulo prime powers. Niederreiter [13] proved that the Fibonacci sequence is
uniformly distributed mod m if and only if m ¼ 5s: Nathanson [12] gave a criterion
for the uniform distribution of a second order l.r.s. mod primes. Webb and Long [25]
characterized the general second order linear recurring sequences to be u.d. reduced
modulo prime powers, and Bumby [2] with respect to general moduli. Niederreiter
and Shiue [14,15] gave necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a l.r.s. of order o5 to
be uniformly distributed over ﬁnite ﬁelds. Here they proved that a general l.r.s. could
be u.d. over a ﬁnite ﬁeld only if its characteristic polynomial had a multiple root over
the same ﬁeld. This leads to the observation, that over the integers, a l.r.s. can be
u:d:mod p (and thus mod ps) only if p divides the discriminant of its characteristic
polynomial. Narkiewicz [11] gave an overview on the uniform distribution of linear
recurring sequences and among others, he studied the uniform distribution of
second-order linear recurring sequences in general residue class systems. Turnwald
[20,21] gave a complete characterization of second- and third-order linear
recurrences deﬁned over Dedekind domains to be uniformly distributed in residue
class systems with ﬁnite norm. Tichy and Turnwald [18] applied the previous result
and gave a criterion for u.d. of third-order linear recurring sequences over the
integers. Drmota and Tichy [6] gave a survey of the topic and proved uniform
distribution and weak uniform distribution properties of several sort of recurring
sequences.
We call attention to the fact that our result seems to be useful for the observation
of a more general distribution property of linear recurring sequences, studied in
[5,17]. The latter gives comprehensive results on stability for second-order linear
recurring sequences modulo prime powers.
You can ﬁnd a generalization of the results in this paper to Dedekind-domains in
the author’s Ph.D. thesis [9]
Now, we formulate our main result of the present paper:
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Theorem. Let pAZ be a prime, dX2 an integer, u a dth-order integer linear recurring
sequence and S ¼ 3d2þ9d
2
þ 1: If u is uniformly distributed mod pS then also uniformly
distributed mod ps for any sAN:
Remark. The problem is contained in a list of related questions in the paper of Tichy
[19].
In the cases d ¼ 2 and 3 we know much better exact bounds for the value of S: By
Bumby [2] and Ward [23], if d ¼ 2; then S ¼ 2: Further if we assume that pX5; then
S ¼ 1: By Tichy [19], if d ¼ 3; then S ¼ 3: If we exclude p ¼ 2; then S ¼ 2:
2. Preliminary lemmas
Let p be a ﬁxed prime.
fb1;y; brg ¼ BCZd is called semi-independent mod ps if l1b1 þ?þ lrbr 

0 mod ps implies that li 
 0 mod p for i ¼ 1;y; r: Otherwise it is called strongly
dependent.
If b1;y; br; bAZd and 0cpkb 
 l1b1 þ?þ lrbr mod ps for some kAN such
that either lic0 mod p for some iAf1;y; rg or k ¼ 0; then b is said to be a linear
semi-combination of b1;y; br mod ps:
If fb1;y; brg ¼ BCZd is semi-independent mod ps and for all bAZd ; b is a
semi-combination of b1;y; br mod ps; then B is called a semi-basis of Zd mod ps:
We keep the notion of independence, combination and basis to be understood in
their usual sense.
Lemma 1. For every d; sAN there exists a basis (in the usual sense) of Zd mod ps
and it has exactly d elements.
Proof. See e.g. [1, Theorem 7.12, p. 104].
Lemma 2. ðaÞ Let b1;y; brAZd be linearly dependent over Z: Then they are strongly
dependent mod ps; for any s:
ðbÞ Let b1;y; bdAZd be linearly independent over Z: Then b1;y; bd are semi
independent mod ps for any s > npðdet ðb1;y; bdÞÞ:
Proof. (a) Let l1;y; lrAZ be such that l1b1 þ?þ lrbr ¼ 0 and gcdðl1;y; lrÞ ¼
1: Then at least one of the li is not divisible by p; and by deﬁnition, b1;y; br
are strongly dependent mod ps; for any sAN:
(b) Suppose now that
s > npðdet ðb1;y; bdÞÞ: ð1Þ
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Let l1;y; ldAZ be such that l1b1 þ?þ ldbd 
 0 mod ps: This is equivalent to
l1b1 þ?þ ldbd ¼ psb; for some bAZd : If b ¼ 0; then l1 ¼? ¼ ld ¼ 0: Suppose,
that ba0: Since b1;y; bd are linearly independent over Z; det ðb1;y; bdÞa0; and
Cramer’s rule can be applied. Hence li det ðb1;y; bdÞ ¼ det ðb1;y; bd jbi ¼ psbÞ ¼
ps detðb1;y; bd jbi ¼ bÞ; for i ¼ 1;y; d: By (1), ps[detðb1;y; bdÞ: It follows, that
pjli for all i ¼ 1;y; d: By deﬁnition this yields that b1;y; bd are semi independent
mod ps: &
Remark 1. If rad in Lemma 2(b), there still exists a lower bound on s with the same
properties.
Corollary 1. Let b1;y; bdAZd and t ¼ npðdet ðb1;y; bdÞÞ: If b1;y; bd is not a semi-
basis mod ptþ1; then not a semi-basis mod ps for any sAN:
Proof. If b1;y; bd is not a semi-basis modulo ptþ1; then it is strongly dependent.
By Lemma 2(b), this means that b1;y; bd are linearly dependent over Z: Then by
Lemma 2(a), we obtain the statement. &
Lemma 3. If b1;y; brAZd are semi-independent mod ps; then rpd:
Proof. By Lemma 2(a), b1;y; br are independent over Z; and thus independent over
Q (using the natural embedding). &
Lemma 4. If b1;y; bdAZd are semi-independent mod ps; then b1;y; bd is a semi-basis
mod ps:
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3, b1;y; bd is a basis of Q
d : Thus for
every bAZd there exist l; l1;y; ldAZ such that gcdðl; l1;y; ldÞ ¼ 1 and lb ¼
l1b1 þ?þ ldbd : Suppose that npðlÞ ¼ k and l ¼ l0pk: There exists l with the
property l0l 
 1 mod ps: Let l0i ¼ lil for i ¼ 1;y; d: Then
pkb 
 l01b1 þ?þ l0dbd mod ps ð2Þ
and gcdðpk; l01;y; l0dÞ ¼ 1: If pkb 
 0 mod ps would hold, then b1;y; bd would be
strongly dependent mod ps; contrary to the assumption. &
Remark 2. Let sos0 and suppose that b1;y; bdAZd is a semi-basis mod ps: This
b1;y; bd is also a semi-basis mod ps
0
; otherwise it would be strongly dependent
mod ps
0
; which would yield l1b1 þ?þ ldbd 
 0 mod ps0 for some l1;y; ld not all
divisible by p: But then the same holds mod ps which would contradict the semi-
independence of b1;y; bd :
However more can be proved:
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Lemma 5. Let sps0; fb1;y; bdg ¼ BCZd and suppose that B is a semi-basis mod ps:
If bAZd ; then there exist l1;y; ldAZ such that ps1b 
 l1b1 þ?þ ldbd mod ps0 :
Proof. Doing the same steps as in the proof of Lemma 4 with the difference that we
deﬁne l by the congruence l0l 
 1 mod ps0 ; we get that kps  1: If we multiply
both sides of (2) by ps1k; we obtain the lemma. &
3. Lemmas on recurring sequences
Throughout this section we suppose, that the linear recurring sequences are purely
periodic in the considered residue classes.
Let u be a l.r.s. of integers, p be a ﬁxed prime and sAN: To simplify the notation
introduced in Section 1 we put dðu; sÞ ¼ dpðu; sÞ; m0ðu; sÞ ¼ m0pðu; sÞ and mðu; sÞ ¼
mpðu; sÞ:
Lemma 6. Let a; bAZ and u and v two linear recurring sequences with minimal
characteristic polynomials Pu and Pv: Then au þ bv is also a linear recurring sequence,
and its minimal characteristic polynomial divides lcmðPu;PvÞ:
Proof. The polynomial lcmðPu;PvÞ is a characteristic polynomial for both sequences
u and v (see e.g. [21]) and thus a characteristic polynomial for all linear combinations
of them. &
Remark 3. We may deﬁne vn ¼ unþk for some kX0: Then Pv ¼ Pu:
If MðuÞ and MðvÞ are the companion matrices of Pu and Pv; respectively, let
MðuÞ*MðvÞ denote the companion matrix corresponding to lcmðPu;PvÞ:
Lemma 7. ðaÞ With the definitions of Section 2, %u0ðdðu; sÞÞ;y; %udðu;sÞ1ðdðu; sÞÞA
Zdðu;sÞ form a semi-basis mod ps:
ðbÞ Let 0orpq: If %u0ðqÞ;y; %ur1ðqÞAZq are semi-independent mod ps; then
rpdðu; sÞ:
Proof. (a) If s ¼ 1; then the independence (and which is the same in this case, the
semi-independence) follows from e.g. [10, Theorem 6.51, p. 214].
Throughout the proof of the lemma we will use the notation %un ¼ %unðdðu; sÞÞ:
Let s > 1: Suppose that %u0;y; %udðu;sÞ1 is not a semi-basis mod ps; whence by
Lemma 4, they are strongly dependent. This yields that there exists a set of
coefﬁcients l0;y; ldðu;sÞ1AZ and kAf0;y; dðu; sÞ  1g such that gcdðlk; pÞ ¼ 1
and
l0 %u0 þ?þ ldðu;sÞ1 %udðu;sÞ1 
 0 mod ps: ð3Þ
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We claim that we may choose l0;y; ldðu;sÞ1 such that ldðu;sÞ1 
 1 mod ps: This
is obvious if k ¼ dðu; sÞ  1:
On the contrary, suppose that pjldðu;sÞ1 for every system of l0;y; ldðu;sÞ1AZ
which satisfy (3).
Fix l0;y; ldðu;sÞ1AZ satisfying (3) such that the corresponding k; given as before,
is maximal.
For this k we have kodðu; sÞ  1: Multiplying (3) by Mðu; sÞ; we get
0 
Mðu; sÞ l0 %u0 þ?þ ldðu;sÞ1 %udðu;sÞ1
 

 l0Mðu; sÞ %u0 þ?þ ldðu;sÞ1Mðu; sÞ %udðu;sÞ1

 l0 %u1 þ?þ ldðu;sÞ1 %udðu;sÞ mod ps: ð4Þ
By the deﬁnition of dðu; sÞ there exist as;0;y; as;dðu;sÞ1 such that
as;0 %u0 þ?þ as;dðu;sÞ1 %udðu;sÞ1 
 %udðu;sÞ mod ps:
Substituting this into (4) we obtain
0 
 l0 %u1 þ?þ ldðu;sÞ2 %udðu;sÞ1
þ as;0ldðu;sÞ1 %u0 þ?þ as;dðu;sÞ1ldðu;sÞ1 %udðu;sÞ1 mod ps: ð5Þ
Set l00 ¼ as;0ldðu;sÞ1 and l0i ¼ li1 þ as;ildðu;sÞ1 for i ¼ 1;y; dðu; sÞ  1: Since
pjldðu;sÞ1; we have gcdðl0kþ1; pÞ ¼ 1: By (5), l00;y; l0dðu;sÞ1 is also a suitable choice
for the coefﬁcients to combine to 0, which contradicts the selection of k:
Choose l0;y; ldðu;sÞ1AZ satisfying (3) such that ldðu;sÞ1 
 1 mod ps: Hence
l0 %u0 ? ldðu;sÞ2 %udðu;sÞ2 
 %udðu;sÞ1 mod ps:
Multiplying both side of the congruence by Mðu; sÞn; we obtain
l0 %un ? ldðu;sÞ2 %unþdðu;sÞ2 
 %unþdðu;sÞ1 mod ps;
which contradicts the deﬁnition of dðu; sÞ:
(b) On the contrary, suppose that dðu; sÞor: By the deﬁnition of dðu; sÞ there exist
integers l0;y; ldðu;sÞ1 such that
%udðu;sÞðqÞ 
 l0 %u0ðqÞ þ?þ ldðu;sÞ1 %udðu;sÞ1ðqÞmod ps;
which means that %u0ðqÞ;y; %ur1ðqÞ are strongly dependent. &
Since dðu; sÞpdðuÞ and dðu; sÞpdðu; s þ 1Þ for all sAN; there exists an integer T ;
such that dðu;TÞ ¼ dðu; sÞ for all sXT : The smallest such a T will be denoted
by TðuÞ:
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Lemma 8. Let u be a l.r.s. and qXdðuÞ: Then the vectors %u0ðqÞ;y; %udðuÞ1ðqÞ are
independent over Z:
Proof. Let P be the minimal characteristic polynomial of u over Z: Then obviously
P is a minimal characteristic polynomial of u over Q:
Let M be the q dimensional companion matrix of the sequence u; i.e. %unþ1ðqÞ ¼
M %unðqÞ: Suppose that %u0ðqÞ;y; %udðuÞ1ðqÞ are dependent over Z: Then there exist
l0;y; ldðuÞ1AZ such that
l0 %u0ðqÞ þ?þ ldðuÞ1 %udðuÞ1ðqÞ ¼ 0:
Let 0pkpdðuÞ  1 be the largest index for which lka0: For this k we can write
l0
lk
%u0ðqÞ ? lk1lk %uk1ðqÞ ¼ %ukðqÞ:
Multiplying this equation by Mn we obtain
%ukþnðqÞ ¼Mn %ukðqÞ
¼Mn l0
lk
%u0ðqÞ ? lk1lk %uk1ðqÞ
	 

¼  l0
lk
Mn %u0ðqÞ ? lk1lk M
n
%uk1ðqÞ
¼  l0
lk
%unðqÞ ? lk1lk %unþk1ðqÞ
for any nX0: But then P0 ¼ xk þ lk1lk xk1 þ?þ
l0
lk
is again a characteristic
polynomial of u over Q; with degree less than dðuÞ: This is a contradiction, thus
%u0ðqÞ;y; %udðuÞ1ðqÞ are independent over Z: &
Lemma 9. Let u be a l.r.s. Then dðuÞ ¼ dðu;TðuÞÞ:
Proof. Clearly dðuÞXdðu;TðuÞÞ: By Lemma 7(b), the dðuÞ dimensional state vectors
%u0ðdðuÞÞ;y; %udðu;TðuÞÞðdðuÞÞ are strongly dependent mod ps for all sXTðuÞ: By
Lemma 2(b), this yields that %u0ðdðuÞÞ;y; %udðu;TðuÞÞðdðuÞÞ are dependent over Z:
However, by Lemma 8, %u0ðdðuÞÞ;y; %udðuÞ1ðdðuÞÞ are independent, thus
dðuÞpdðu;TðuÞÞ: &
Lemma 10. Let u be a l.r.s. and let tAN: Then there exist linear recurring
sequences uð1Þ and uð2Þ such that u ¼ uð1Þ þ ptuð2Þ; Tðuð1ÞÞpt; dðuð1ÞÞ ¼ dðu; tÞ and
dðuð2ÞÞp2dðuÞ:
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Proof. Let u
ð1Þ
n ¼ un for n ¼ 0;y; dðu; tÞ  1 and suppose that uð1Þn satisﬁes the
recurrence relation
%u
ð1Þ
n ðdðu; tÞÞ ¼ Mðu; tÞn %uð1Þ0 ðdðu; tÞÞ:
Since un 
 uð1Þn mod pt; npðun  uð1Þn ÞXt; and one can deﬁne uð2Þn ¼ ðun  uð1Þn Þ=pt: For
these sequences u ¼ uð1Þ þ ptuð2Þ obviously holds. It is also clear that Tðuð1ÞÞpt;
and by Lemma 9, dðuð1ÞÞ ¼ dðuð1Þ; tÞ ¼ dðu; tÞ: By Lemma 6, uð2Þ is a l.r.s. with
dðuð2ÞÞpdðuð1ÞÞ þ dðuÞp2dðuÞ: &
As we deﬁned in Section 1, let as;0;y; as;dðu;sÞ1 be the deﬁning coefﬁcients
corresponding to the minimal recurrence relation of u mod ps:With this deﬁnition we
have the following lemma:
Lemma 11. Let u be a l.r.s. and suppose that dðu; sÞ ¼ dðu; s þ kÞ for some kX0: Then
the minimal period length mod pkþ1 of the sequence defined by asþk;0;y; asþk;dðu;sÞ1
with initial values b0;y; bdðu;sÞ1 divides mðu; s þ kÞ for any b0;y; bdðu;sÞ1AZ:
Proof. We will use the following notations: %un ¼ %unðdðu; sÞÞ; m ¼ mðu; s þ kÞ and
M ¼ Mðu; s þ kÞ:
By Lemma 7(a) and Remark 2, the dðu; sÞ dimensional state vectors %u0;y; %udðu;sÞ1
form a semi-basis mod ps and mod psþk: By Lemma 5, for every %bAZdðu;sÞ there exist
l0;y; ldðu;sÞ1AZ such that
ps1 %b 
 l0 %u0 þ?þ ldðu;sÞ1 %udðu;sÞ1 mod psþk: ð6Þ
By the deﬁnition of m; we have
%unþm 
 %un mod psþk;
i.e.
Mm %un 
 %un mod psþk:
Substituting this into (6), we get
ps1 %b 
 ps1Mm %b mod psþk;
whence
%b 
 Mm %b mod pkþ1:
But this means that m is a period length of the sequence deﬁned by the coefﬁcients
asþk;0;y; asþk;dðu;sÞ1 with initial values b0;y; bdðu;sÞ1; and thus the minimal period
length divides m: &
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Remark 4. Ward in Theorem 10.2 of [24] gave very similar result to our previous
lemma.
Lemma 12. Let u be a l.r.s., sXTðuÞ and lAN: Then
unþlmðu;sÞ  un 
 lðunþmðu;sÞ  unÞmod psþ1:
Proof. Let %un ¼ %unðdðuÞÞ; %yn ¼ %ynðdðuÞÞ; M ¼ MðuÞ; m ¼ mðu; sÞ and E the dðuÞ
dimensional unit matrix. Then
%unþlm  %un 
ðMlm  EÞ %un


Xl1
i¼0
Mim
 !
ðMm  EÞ %un


Xl1
i¼0
Mim
 !
ps %yn mod p
sþ1 ð7Þ
with yn ¼ ðunþm  unÞ=ps (the yn are integers, since un 
 unþm mod ps). Thus we have
%yn ¼ Mm %y0 and by Lemma 9, dðu; sÞ ¼ dðuÞ ¼ dðu; s þ 1Þ: Hence by Lemma 11,
mðy; 1Þjm; whence Mim %yn 
 %yn mod p: Substituting the last congruence into (7), we
obtain the result. &
Lemma 13. If sXTðuÞ; then either mðu; s þ 1Þ ¼ mðu; sÞ or mðu; s þ 1Þ ¼ pmðu; sÞ:
Proof. Deﬁne the sequence yðlÞ by psyðlÞn ¼ unþlmðu;sÞ  un; and put %yðlÞn ¼ %yðlÞn ðdðuÞÞ:
Suppose that mðu; s þ 1Þ > mðu; sÞ: This yields %yð1Þn c0 mod p: By Lemma 12, %yðlÞn 

l %y
ð1Þ
n mod p; thus %y
ðlÞ
n 
 0 mod p if and only if pjl: From this, we get that the smallest
positive value for l such that unþlmðu;sÞ 
 un mod psþ1 is l ¼ p: &
Remark 5. Ward [22] in Theorem 7.1. claimed that for a third order l.r.s. the
statement of Lemma 13 remains true even if we omit the condition sXTðuÞ:
However, this is false, as shown e.g. by the sequence un mod 5
s; where un is deﬁned
by the recurrence relation unþ3 ¼ unþ2 þ unþ1 þ un; with initial values u0 ¼ 0; u1 ¼ 0
and u2 ¼ 5: With this u we have mðu; 1Þ ¼ 1 and mðu; 2Þ ¼ 31:
Let us mention, that Theorem 11.1 of [24], which is a generalization of Theorem
7.1 in [22] is correct.
Lemma 14. Let u be a l.r.s. and sX0: Then mðu; sÞopdðuÞþs1:
Proof. Let v be the sequence satisfying the same recurrence relation as u with initial
values v0 ¼ 0;y; vdðuÞ2 ¼ 0; vdðuÞ1 ¼ 1: Then %v0ðdðuÞÞ;y; %vdðuÞ1ðdðuÞÞ are line-
arly independent mod p; whence by Lemma 7(b), dðuÞpdðu; 1Þ: Thus TðvÞ ¼ 1 and
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by Lemma 13, we have mðv; sÞjmðv; 1Þps1: Since %u0ðdðuÞÞ is a linear combination of
the vectors %v0ðdðuÞÞ;y; %vdðuÞ1ðdðuÞÞ (with integer coefﬁcients), thus mðu; sÞ7mðv; sÞ:
We know that mðv; 1ÞopdðuÞ whence mðu; sÞpmðv; sÞpmðv; 1Þps1opdðuÞps1: &
Now we can prove a generalization of Lemma 12.
Lemma 15. Let u and v be two linear recurring sequences, and kX0: Suppose that
there exists T0 > TðuÞ such that npðmðv; 1þ k þ iÞÞonpðmðu;T0 þ iÞÞ for all iX0:
Set L0 ¼ mðv;TðvÞÞ=gcdðmðu;T0Þ; mðv;TðvÞÞ and L ¼ L0=pnpðL0Þ:
Let tXT0 and sXT0 þ k such that mðu; s þ 1Þ ¼ pmðu; sÞ: Then for any n;m; l; qX0
ðu þ ptvÞnþmmðu;sÞþqlLmðu;sþ1Þ  ðu þ ptvÞnþmmðu;sÞ

 plLðunþqmðu;sÞ  unÞmod psþkþ1 ð8Þ
holds.
Proof. The case l ¼ 0 is trivial.
Suppose that l > 0: Let M ¼ MðuÞ*MðvÞAZd	d ; where * denotes the operation
deﬁned after Remark 3 and d is the dimension of M: Further let E be the d
dimensional unit matrix and write %un ¼ %unðdÞ; %vn ¼ %vnðdÞ; %yn ¼ %ynðdÞ; m1 ¼ mðu; sÞ
and m2 ¼ mðu; s þ 1Þ: By similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 12,
ð %u þ pt %vÞnþmm1þlqLm2  ð %u þ pt %vÞnþmm1

 Mmm1ðMlqLm2  EÞð %u þ pt %vÞn

 Mmm1ðMlqLpm1  EÞ %un þ ptMmm1ðMlqLm2  EÞ%vn

 Mmm1
XlLp1
i¼0
Miqm1
 !
ðMqm1  EÞ %un þ Mmm1ptðMlqLm2  EÞ%vn


XlLp1
i¼0
Miqm1
 !
Mmm1ps %yn þ Mmm1ptðMlqLm2  EÞ%vn mod psþkþ1; ð9Þ
with yn ¼ ðunþqm1  unÞ=ps: (By deﬁnition of m1; yn are integers.)
By Lemma 11,
Mm1 %yn 
 %yn mod pkþ1; ð10Þ
whence
XplL1
i¼0
Miqm1
 !
%yn 
 plL %yn mod pkþ1: ð11Þ
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Now we show that Mmm1ptðMlqLm2  EÞ%vn vanishes in congruence (9). We examine
the following three cases:
(i) If t > s þ k then pt %vn 
 0 mod psþkþ1:
(ii) If sotps þ k; then
mðv; s þ k þ 1 tÞjmðv; k þ 1ÞjLmðu;T0ÞjLmðu; sÞ:
Hence ðMlqLm2  EÞ%vn 
 0 mod psþkþ1t:
(iii) Finally, if tps; then by Lemma 13
mðv; s þ k þ 1 tÞjLmðu;T0 þ s  tÞjLmðu; sÞ:
This proves that Mmm1ptðMlqLm2  EÞ%vn 
 0 mod psþkþ1: Applying the last assertion
together with (11) and (10) to (9), we obtain the lemma. &
Corollary 2. With the assumptions of Lemma 15, we have
ðu þ ptvÞnþlqLmðu;sþ1Þ  ðu þ ptvÞn

 lððu þ ptvÞnþqLmðu;sþ1Þ  ðu þ ptvÞnÞ

 lLðunþqmðu;sþ1Þ  unÞmod psþkþ1:
Proof. By Lemma 15
ðu þ ptvÞnþmmðu;sÞþqlLmðu;sþ1Þ  ðu þ ptvÞnþmmðu;sÞ

 lðpLðunþqmðu;sÞ  unÞÞ

 lððu þ ptvÞnþqLmðu;sþ1Þ  ðu þ ptvÞnÞmod psþkþ1:
Set v0 ¼ 0: Then
ðu þ ptvÞnþmmðu;sÞþqlLmðu;sþ1Þ  ðu þ ptvÞnþmmðu;sÞ

 lLðpðunþqmðu;sÞ  unÞÞ

 lLððu þ ptv0Þnþqmðu;sþ1Þ  ðu þ ptv0ÞnÞ

 lLðunþqmðu;sþ1Þ  unÞmod psþkþ1: &
Corollary 3. Let u be a l.r.s. and s > TðuÞ: If mðu; s þ 1Þ ¼ pmðu; sÞ then mðu; s þ 2Þ ¼
pmðu; s þ 1Þ:
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Proof. Let %un ¼ %unðdðuÞÞ: Setting k ¼ 1; vn ¼ 0; m ¼ 0; q ¼ 1 and l ¼ 1 in Lemma 15
we obtain that
%unþmðu;sþ1Þ  %un 
 pð %unþmðu;sÞ  %unÞmod psþ2:
Since msþ1 > ms; we have
%unþmðu;sÞ  %unc0 mod psþ1;
and thus
%unþmðu;sþ1Þ  %unc0 mod psþ2:
Hence by Lemma 13 we get msþ2 ¼ pmsþ1: &
Remark 6. Ward in Theorem 11.1 of [24] proved a similar result to our Lemma 13
and Corollary 3.
Corollary 4. Let u and v be linear recurring sequences over Z such that u is non-
periodic, and let kAZ: Then there exists T0AZ such that npðmðv; 1þ k þ iÞÞo
npðmðu;T0 þ iÞÞ for all iX0:
Proof. For satisfying npðmðv; 1þ k þ iÞÞonpðmðu;T0 þ iÞÞ for all iX0; it is enough to
choose T0 such that mðu;T0 þ 1Þ ¼ pmðu;T0Þ; npðmðv; 1þ k þ iÞÞonpðmðu;T0 þ iÞÞ
for 0pipTðvÞ: For i > TðvÞ the property follows from Lemma 13 and
Corollary 3. &
Remark 7. (a) By Lemma 14, npðmðv; 1þ k þ iÞÞpdðvÞ þ k þ i  1; and if we
suppose that u is u:d:mod pT0þi then T0 þ ipnpðmðu;T0 þ iÞÞ: If T0XdðvÞ þ k;
then npðmðv; 1þ k þ iÞÞpdðvÞ þ 1þ k þ i  2oT0 þ ipnpðmðu;T0 þ iÞÞ:
(b) Further, again by Lemma 14, npðmðu;TðuÞÞÞpdðuÞ þ TðuÞ  2: Thus
T0pnpðmðu;T0ÞÞ provided that u is u:d:mod pT0 : If T0XdðuÞ þ TðuÞ  1 then
npðmðu;TðuÞÞÞpdðuÞ þ TðuÞ  2oT0pnpðmðu;T0ÞÞ: This yields that there exists an
iAN with TðuÞpioT0 such that npðmðu; iÞÞonpðmðu; i þ 1ÞÞ; whence by Lemma 13,
npðmðu; iÞÞ þ 1pnpðmðu; i þ 1ÞÞ: Using Corollary 3 we obtain by induction that
npðmðu;T0ÞÞ þ jpnpðmðu;T0 þ jÞÞ for all jX0:
(c) Let T 0 ¼ maxfdðvÞ þ k; dðuÞ þ TðuÞ  1g: If u is u:d:mod pT 0þ1; then one can
choose T0 ¼ T 0 in Lemma 15.
Remark 8. Using the notations of Lemma 15, we ﬁnd that mðu þ ptv; s þ 1Þ divides
pLmðu; sÞ; which comes from Corollary 3 and congruence (8) mod psþ1:
Lemma 16. Let u be a l.r.s., s > TðuÞ þ dðuÞ; lX0 such that p[l and suppose that
mðu; sÞ ¼ pmðu; s  1Þ: If un 
 unþlmðu;sÞ mod psþdðuÞ for some 0pn; then u cannot be
u:d:mod psþdðuÞ:
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Proof. Setting vn ¼ 0; T0 ¼ TðuÞ and k ¼ dðuÞ; by Corollary 2
unþlmðu;sÞ  un 
 lðunþmðu;sÞ  unÞmod psþdðuÞ:
As p[l; there exists l1 such that ll1 
 1 mod psþdðuÞ: This yields
unþmmðu;sÞ  un 
 ml1ðunþlmðu;sÞ  unÞ 
 0 mod psþdðuÞ;
for every mX0: By Corollary 3 we know that mðu; s þ dðuÞÞ ¼ pdðuÞmðu; sÞ: This
means that un;y; unþmðu;sþdðuÞÞ1 contains at least pdðuÞ elements in the same residue
class mod psþdðuÞ as un:
Suppose that the sequence is uniformly distributed mod psþdðuÞ: Then among
un;y; unþmðu;sþdðuÞÞ1; every residue class mod psþdðuÞ appears with the same
frequency. The number of different residue classes mod psþdðuÞ is psþdðuÞ; thus mðu; s þ
dðuÞÞXpsþdðuÞpdðuÞ ¼ psþ2dðuÞ: On the other hand, by Lemma 14, mðu; s þ dðuÞÞo
psþ2dðuÞ1; which is contradiction. &
Lemma 17. Let u and v be two linear recurring sequences, T0; t and L as in Lemma 15
and sXT0 þ 2dðuÞ: If u and u þ ptv are u:d:mod ps; then u þ ptv is u:d:mod psþ1:
Proof. We will construct a partition H of the set f0;y;Lmðu; s þ 1Þ  1g such that
if AAH; then un 
 um mod ps for all n;mAA; and if a 
 b mod ps then
#fnAAjðu þ ptvÞn 
 a mod psþ1g ¼ #fnAAjðu þ ptvÞn 
 b mod psþ1g:
If one can ﬁnd such a partition, then u and u þ ptv are also uniformly distributed
mod psþ1:
Construct ﬁrst the following class of sets:
An;l ¼ fi j i 
 n modLmðu; s  lÞ and 0pioLmðu; s þ 1Þg;
where 0plodðuÞ and 0pnoLmðu; s  lÞ:
Since mðu; s þ 1Þ ¼ plþ1mðu; s  lÞ by Remark 7(b), thus #An;l ¼ plþ1 and An;l ¼
Am;r if and only if n ¼ m and l ¼ r:
Let
H ¼fAn;l j 8i; jAAn;l ui 
 uj mod ps and
(i; jAAn;l such that uicuj mod psþ1g:
The proof works in two steps. In step (a) we will prove that H is a partition of
f0;y;Lmðu; s þ 1Þ  1g and in step (b) we will prove that if An;lAH and
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a 
 b mod ps; then
#fmAAn;l jðu þ ptvÞm 
 a mod psþ1g
¼ #fmAAn;l jðu þ ptvÞm 
 b mod psþ1g:
(a) We claim H is a partition of f0;y;Lmðu; s þ 1Þ  1g: For this we will prove the
following:
(i) If An;laAm;r and An;l-Am;ra|; then lor and An;lDAm;r or rol and Am;rDAn;l :
Assume ﬁrst that l ¼ r: Then An;l-Am;ra| means that there exists an integer
i such that i 
 n modLmðu; s  lÞ and i 
 mmodLmðu; s  lÞ; and consequently
m 
 n modLmðu; s  lÞ: But 0pn; moLmðu; s  lÞ; whence n ¼ m and An;l ¼ Am;r:
If lar then we may assume without loss of generality that lor: In this case
An;l-Am;ra| means that there exists an integer i such that i 
 n modLmðu; s  lÞ
and i 
 m modLmðu; s  rÞ and since mðu; s  rÞjmðu; s  lÞ; thus m 

n modLmðu; s  rÞ: Let jAAn;l : Then j 
 n modLmðu; s  lÞ and consequently
j 
 n 
 mmodLmðu; s  rÞ; thus An;lDAm;r:
(ii) If Am;rAH then no proper subsets of Am;r are elements of H:
Suppose that Am;rAH and An;liAm;r: By (i), lor: Let m0 be such that m0 

n modLmðu; s  r þ 1Þ and 0pm0oLmðu; s  r þ 1Þ:
We will show that An;lDAm0;r1iAm;r: By the deﬁnition of m0 and Am0;r1 we know
that nAAm0;r1 which means that Am0;r1-An;la|; and by (i), An;lDAm0;r1: This
yields that Am0;r1-Am;ra| and again by (i), Am0;r1DAm;r: Since #Am0;r1a#Am;r;
thus Am0;r1iAm;r:
We claim that if iAAn;l ; then ui 
 um0 mod psþ1:
Let iAAn;l : Since An;lDAm0;r1; thus iAAm0;r1 and there exists an integer a such
that i ¼ m0 þ aLmðu; s  r þ 1Þ: If we set vn ¼ 0; k ¼ dðuÞ; l ¼ a and q ¼ L; by
Lemma 15 we obtain
ui  um0 
 paðum0þLmðu;srÞ  um0 Þmod psrþdðuÞþ1;
whence
ui  um0 
 paðum0þLmðu;srÞ  um0 Þmod psþ1:
Since Am0;r1DAm;r and 0pm0 þ Lmðu; s  rÞpioLmðu; s þ 1Þ; thus m0;m0 þ
Lmðu; s  rÞAAm;r: But Am;rAH; whence um0 
 um0þLmðu;srÞ mod ps: This yields
pðum0þLmðu;srÞ  um0 Þ 
 0 mod psþ1; i.e. ui 
 um0 mod psþ1: Hence, ui 
 um0 

uj mod p
sþ1 for every i; jAAn;l ; thus An;leH:
(iii) Finally, we prove that[
AAH
A ¼ f0;y;Lmðu; s þ 1Þ  1g:
During step (iii) we will use the notation d ¼ dðuÞ and mðiÞ ¼ mðu; s  d þ 1þ iÞ:
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We will create a sequence of partitions H0;H1;y such that[
AAHi
A ¼ f0;y;Lmðu; s þ 1Þ  1g;
Hiþ1 is a reﬁnement of Hi and H ¼ Hd1: (Actually we will not need that every Hi
is a partition of f0;y;Lmðu; s þ 1Þ  1g; but obviously they are.)
Let H0 ¼ An;d170pnoLmð0Þ
 
: Assuming we already deﬁned Hi; we deﬁne
Hiþ1 by the following:
Let
H0i ¼ fA j AAHi and (j1; j2AA: uj1cuj2 mod psg
and let
Hiþ1 ¼ ðHi\H0iÞ,
[
An;rAH
0
i
fAnþaLmðu;srÞ;r1 j 0paopg:
Simple observation shows that the elements of H0i have the form An;d1i:
First we prove that [
AAHi
A ¼ f0;y;Lmðu; s þ 1Þ  1g
for all iX0:
Obviously if i ¼ 0; the property holds.
Suppose that [
AAHi
A ¼ f0;y;Lmðu; s þ 1Þ  1g:
Since s  d þ 1þ iXT0 þ dXTðuÞ þ d for every 0pipd  1; by similar considera-
tions as in Remark 7(b), we have
mði þ 1Þ ¼ pmðiÞ; ð12Þ
whence
[p1
a¼0
AnþaLmðiÞ;d2i ¼ An;d1i:
(All the sets AnþaLmðiÞ;d2i are different, all of them is a subset of An;d1i and
comparing the cardinalities we get the equality.) Hence[
AAHiþ1
A ¼ f0;y;Lmðu; s þ 1Þ  1g:
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Now we prove that if iX0 and AAHi; then there exist j1; j2AA such that
uj1cuj2 mod p
sþ1:
First let i ¼ 0: Since u is u:d:mod ps and (12) holds, by Lemma 16
uncunþLmð0Þ mod pðsdþ1Þþd
for every 0pnoLmð0Þ: This means that for every An;d1AH0 there exist j1; j2AAn;d1
such that uj1cuj2 mod p
sþ1 (e.g. j1 ¼ n and j2 ¼ n þ Lmð0Þ).
Suppose now that Hi has the required property. If AAHi-Hiþ1; then obviously
there exist j1; j2AA such that uj1cuj2 mod p
sþ1:
Therefore assume that AAHiþ1\Hi: This yields that A ¼ An;d2i for some
0pnoLmði þ 1Þ: Let m be such that n 
 m modLmðiÞ and 0pmoLmðiÞ: For this
m we have Am;d1iAHi\Hiþ1:
By the deﬁnition of Hiþ1 there exist j1; j2AAm;d1i such that uj1cuj2 mod p
s:
Fix j1; j2AAm;d1i such that uj1cuj2 mod p
s; a1; a2 such that j1 ¼ m þ a1LmðiÞ
and j2 ¼ m þ a2LmðiÞ; and set v ¼ 0 and k ¼ d: Then by Corollary 2
uj1  uj2 ¼ðuj1  umÞ  ðuj2  umÞ

 a1ðumþLmðiÞ  umÞ  a2ðumþLmðiÞ  umÞ
¼ ða1  a2ÞðumþLmðiÞ  umÞmod pðsdþiÞþdþ1;
whence
umþLmðiÞcum mod ps ð13Þ
follows.
Setting v ¼ 0; k ¼ d and l ¼ 1 in Lemma 15, congruence (8) will have the form
unþmmðu;sÞþqmðu;sþ1Þ  unþmmðu;sÞ 
 pðunþqmðu;sÞ  unÞmod psþkþ1:
We remark, that the symbol L used in Lemma 15 will have the value 1; while
the symbol T0 can be chosen to be equal to TðuÞ þ 1: Here the condition for s is
sXT0 þ k ¼ TðuÞ þ 1þ d:
We can use the above form of (8) here, substituting the present value of L into the
original symbol q; the present value of m into the original symbol n and the present
value of s  d þ 1þ i into the original s:
We should remark, that
s  d þ 1þ iXTðuÞ þ 2d  d þ 1þ iXTðuÞ þ d þ 1;
and the present value of n is a substitution of the original n þ mmðu; sÞ:
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Thus
unþLmðiþ1Þ  un 
 pðumþLmðiÞ  umÞmod pðsdþ1þiÞþdþ1;
and by (13) we obtain
unþLmðiþ1Þcun mod psþ1;
whence there exist j1; j2AAn;d2i such that uj1cuj2 mod p
sþ1 (e.g. j1 ¼ n and
j2 ¼ n þ Lmði þ 1Þ).
Finally, we have to prove only that Hd1 ¼ H:
Let i ¼ d  1: Then for every AAHd1 there exist j1; j2AA such that
uj1cuj2 mod p
sþ1: Further, by the deﬁnition of mðu; sÞ; we know that unþmðu;sÞ  un 

0 mod ps; i.e. uj1 
 uj2 mod ps for all j1; j2AAn;0: If An;d1iAHd1; where 0piod  1;
then An;d1iAHd2; too, and by the deﬁnition of Hd1; we have uj1 
 uj2 mod ps for
all j1; j2AAn;d1i:
Hence Hd1 ¼ H and thus[
AAH
A ¼ f0;y;Lmðu; s þ 1Þ  1g:
(b) Now we turn to the assertion, that if AAH and a 
 b mod ps; then
#fnAAjðu þ ptvÞn 
 a mod psþ1g
¼ #fnAAjðu þ ptvÞn 
 b mod psþ1g:
Let A ¼ Am;r; nAAm;r and a be such that n ¼ m þ aLmðu; s  rÞ: Setting k ¼ dðuÞ;
by Corollary 2
ðu þ ptvÞn  ðu þ ptvÞm 
 aðumþLmðu;srÞ  umÞmod pðsr1ÞþdðuÞþ1:
Since Am;rAH; thus umþLmðu;srÞ  um 
 0 mod ps; but umþLmðu;srÞ  umc0 mod psþ1:
Let ym ¼ ðumþLmðu;srÞ  umÞ=ps: Since rodðuÞ; thus
ðu þ ptvÞn  ðu þ ptvÞm 
 aLpsym mod psþ1;
i.e.
ðu þ ptvÞn 
 aLpsym þ ðu þ ptvÞm mod psþ1:
Since ymc0 mod p; thus ðu þ ptvÞn1 
 ðu þ ptvÞn2 mod psþ1 if and only if the
corresponding a1; a2 are such that a1 
 a2 mod p:
We know that Am;r has p
rþ1 elements, which yields that a takes values from
½0; prþ1  1: Since every residue class mod p appears pr times in ½0; prþ1  1; thus all
the residue classes mod psþ1 which appear in fðu þ ptvÞn j nAAm;rg have pr
representatives, and thus the assertion is proved. &
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Corollary 5. Let u and v be two l.r.s., T0 and L as in Lemma 15, s > T0 þ 2dðuÞ and
tXTðuÞ þ 2dðuÞ: If u þ ptv is u:d:mod ps; then u þ ptv is u:d:mod psþ1:
Proof. Let v0 ¼ 0: Then the corresponding T 00 can be chosen to be equal to TðuÞ þ 1:
We will use in the lemma the fact, that if a sequence is uniformly distributed modulo
an integer, then it is uniformly distributed modulo every divisor of this integer.
If sot; then u þ ptv 
 u mod psþ1: Since T0 > TðuÞ and u þ ptv0 are u.d. modulo
ps; thus by Lemma 17, u þ ptv0 is also u.d. modulo psþ1: But
u þ ptv0 
 u 
 u þ ptv mod psþ1;
whence the statement of the corollary follows.
If sXt; then since u þ ptv 
 u mod pt; thus u is u.d. modulo pt:
Since tXTðuÞ þ 2dðuÞ; applying Lemma 17 and supposing that u and u þ ptv0
are u.d. modulo pt; then u þ ptv0 ¼ u is u.d. modulo ptþ1:
Hence by induction u is u.d. modulo ps; whence again by Lemma 17, the statement
follows. &
Lemma 18. Let u be a l.r.s. with dðuÞX2: Then there exists an integer tX0 and
two linear recurring sequences uð1Þ and uð2Þ such that u ¼ uð1Þ þ ptuð2Þ; dðuð1ÞÞpdðuÞ;
Tðuð1ÞÞp3dðu
ð1ÞÞ2 þ dðuð1ÞÞ
2
þ 2þ dðuÞ
and
maxfTðuð1ÞÞ þ 3dðuð1ÞÞ  1; 4dðuð1ÞÞ þ dðuÞgot:
Proof. Let T1;y;Tm be such that T1 ¼ 1; Tm ¼ TðuÞ and dðu;Tiþ1Þ > dðu;Tiþ1 
1Þ ¼ dðu;TiÞ for all 1piom: Let i be ﬁxed. By Lemma 10 there exist vð1;iÞ and vð2;iÞ
such that u ¼ vð1;iÞ þ pTiþ11vð2;iÞ; Tðvð1;iÞÞpTiþ1  1 and dðvð1;iÞÞ ¼ dðu;Tiþ1  1Þ ¼
dðu;TiÞ:
Since v
ð1;iÞ
n 
 un mod pt for all nX0 and 0ptpTiþ1  1; it follows that dðvð1;iÞ; tÞ ¼
dðu; tÞ for all 0ptpTiþ1  1; whence Tðvð1;iÞÞ ¼ Ti:
Now suppose that there exists an 1piom such that
maxfTi þ 3dðvð1;iÞÞ  1; 4dðvð1;iÞÞ þ dðuÞgoTiþ1
and ﬁx i to be the smallest positive integer with the previous property. Further
suppose that there exists an 1olpi integer such that
Tl1 þ 3dðvð1;l1ÞÞ  1oTl ð14Þ
and ﬁx l to be the maximal with this property.
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Then
TipTl þ
Xi1
j¼l
ð3dðvð1;jÞÞ  1Þ: ð15Þ
Since dðvð1;jÞÞpdðvð1;i1ÞÞ for all joi and dðvð1;l1ÞÞodðvð1;lÞÞ; it follows that
Xi1
j¼l
ð3dðvð1;jÞÞ  1Þ
p
Xdðvð1;i1ÞÞ
j¼dðvð1;lÞÞ
ð3j  1Þ
¼ ð3dðv
ð1;i1ÞÞ  1þ 3dðvð1;lÞÞ  1Þðdðvð1;i1ÞÞ  dðvð1;lÞÞ þ 1Þ
2
¼ 3dðv
ð1;i1ÞÞ2 þ dðvð1;i1ÞÞ  3dðvð1;lÞÞ2 þ 5dðvð1;lÞÞ  2
2
:
By the deﬁnition of i and l; it follows that Tlp4dðvð1;l1ÞÞ þ dðuÞ: Since
dðvð1;l1ÞÞpdðvð1;lÞÞ  1; thus
Tip dðuÞ þ 4ðdðvð1;lÞÞ  1Þ
þ 3dðv
ð1;i1ÞÞ2 þ dðvð1;i1ÞÞ  3dðvð1;lÞÞ2 þ 5dðvð1;lÞÞ  2
2
¼ dðuÞ þ 3dðv
ð1;i1ÞÞ2 þ dðvð1;i1ÞÞ  3dðvð1;lÞÞ2 þ 13dðvð1;lÞÞ  10
2
:
This expression, as a quadratic expression of dðvð1;lÞÞ; has an absolute maximum at
dðvð1;lÞÞ ¼ 2; whence TipdðuÞ þ ð3dðvð1;i1ÞÞ2 þ dðvð1;i1ÞÞ þ 4Þ=2:
If 1olpi does not exist with property (14), then set l ¼ 1 in (15). Since T1 ¼ 1;
the previous upper bound for Ti is still valid. For this i we can deﬁne u
ð1Þ ¼ vð1;iÞ;
uð2Þ ¼ vð2;iÞ and t ¼ Tiþ1  1:
If there are no i satisfying
maxfTi1 þ 3dðvð1;i1ÞÞ  1; 4dðvð1;i1ÞÞ þ dðuÞgoTi;
then either TðuÞp5dðuÞ or if Tj > 4dðvð1;jÞÞ þ dðuÞ; then TjpTj1 þ 3dðvð1;j1ÞÞ  1
for all 1ojpm: In both cases we may choose uð1Þ ¼ u; uð2Þ ¼ 0 and
t ¼ TðuÞ þ 5dðuÞ: &
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4. Proof of the theorem
Suppose ﬁrst that u is not purely periodic mod ps for some sX0 and let ms > 0 such
that umsþmðu;sÞþn 
 umsþn mod ps for every nX0: Further, let v
ðsÞ
n ¼ umsþn: Clearly vðsÞ is
purely periodic mod ps and vðsÞ is u:d:mod ps if and only if u is u:d:mod ps: Thus,
to prove that u is u:d:mod ps; it is enough to show that vðsÞ is u:d:mod ps:
Therefore, without loss of generality, we may suppose that for a ﬁxed, but
arbitrarily big s0X0; the sequence u is purely periodic mod ps
0
:
If spS then u is obviously u:d:mod ps: Suppose that sXS and u is u:d:mod ps: By
Lemma 18, u can be split such that u ¼ uð1Þ þ ptuð2Þ; where
dðuð1ÞÞpdðuÞ;
Tðuð1ÞÞp 3dðu
ð1ÞÞ2 þ dðuð1ÞÞ
2
þ 2þ dðuÞ
p 3 dðuÞ
2 þ dðuÞ
2
þ 2
and
t > maxfTðuð1ÞÞ þ 3dðuð1ÞÞ  1; 4dðuð1ÞÞ þ dðuÞg:
Hence
sXS ¼ 3dðuÞ
2 þ 9dðuÞ
2
þ 1
Xmax 3
dðuÞ2 þ dðuÞ
2
þ 2þ 3dðuÞ  1; 5dðuÞ
( )
XmaxfTðuð1ÞÞ þ 3dðuð1ÞÞ  1; 4dðuð1ÞÞ þ dðuÞg:
Let
T 0 ¼ maxfdðuð2ÞÞ þ dðuð1ÞÞ; dðuð1ÞÞ þ Tðuð1ÞÞ  1g:
Since uð2Þ is a linear combination of uð1Þ and u; thus by Lemma 6,
T 0 ¼maxfdðuð2ÞÞ þ dðuð1ÞÞ; dðuð1ÞÞ þ Tðuð1ÞÞ  1g
pmaxfdðuÞ þ 2dðuð1ÞÞ; dðuð1ÞÞ þ Tðuð1ÞÞ  1gos;
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consequently u is u.d. modulo pT
0þ1: Since T 0ot; we have
uð1Þ 
 u mod pT 0þ1
and thus uð1Þ is u.d. modulo pT
0þ1:
Hence, setting k ¼ dðuð1ÞÞ; by Remark 7, we can choose T0 ¼ T 0: Thus
T0 þ 2dðuð1ÞÞpmaxfTðuð1ÞÞ þ 3dðuð1ÞÞ  1; 4dðuð1ÞÞ þ dðuÞgps:
Similarly, T0 þ 2dðuð1ÞÞpt; whence by Corollary 5, u ¼ uð1Þ þ ptuð2Þ is u.d. modulo
psþ1:
Since s is arbitrary, we obtain the theorem by induction. &
Remark. By a detailed analysis of the results, in special cases one can obtain much
better bounds than in the general case.
For instance, if TðuÞ ¼ 1; which is rather often the case, it is enough if
sX3dðuÞ þ 1:
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